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"Through the eyes of an Australian Indian"
Through the Eyes of an Australian Indian In this year of the
Anniversary of the Australian Federation, I look back on my
near half century of life in Australia.

I arrived in 1953 at the Melbourne University, first time out of
South India, a rather perplexed and insecure 18 year old. Even
though the culture shock was overwhelming at first, the
weather in Melbourne in March was unbelievably good. It was
one of those spells of glorious autumn weather that settles in
Victoria in the month of March. I was naive enough to believe
then that this was going to last the whole year. Years later
when I returned home, my mother who had carefully saved my
letters showed me the one I wrote soon after arriving in
Melbourne. It read " The weather here is so good. that you
hardly perspire; it is like in paradise. I can wear the same shirt
for three days!" The Melbourne of the early 1950s was not the
multicultural Melbourne of today. It was hard to get good
coffee and the Sunday evening meal in the boarding house was
al ways corn beef and potato salad. The first few weeks at the
University were dominated by the agitation of some of my
fellow Australian students, ahout the National Service they
were required to do. There were protest meetings and
demonstrations on the campus. With the cancellation of the
..------National
Service Ordinance, things soon settled ~own. The
early 1950's marked the beginning of the arrival of overseas
students mainly from South East Asia, a few from the Indian
Subcontinent and still fewer from the South Pacific countries.
Most Australians then assumed that all the foreign students
were here on the Colombo Plan. I had a hard job to convince
Australians. that I wasn l here on the Colombo Plan, but on
"father's plan". He was a General Practitioner in Kerala, with
reasonable income, but was by no means a millionaire. I found
myself in the category of an impoverished student, by
Australian standards, having to count every penny.
The difference in the cost of living between Australia and India
was such that it was impossible for a parent in India on
moderate income, to fully support a student studying in
Austraha. Like students from the lower economic strata of
Australian society, I had to work during every vacation to earn
extra money to see me through the next term. Doing such
temporary jobs gave me a great deal of opportunities to meet
and work
with average
Australians
from different
backgrounds. I can honestly say that these were some of my
happiest times in Australia. There was always respect shown to
me as an overseas student. Added to this, the fact that I was a
medical student. seemed to carry some extra points. Never
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by: Mr. John Daniel

once. did I experience any racial taunts or prejudice. during those work exposures. Perhaps there was no need for any
tension or any apprehension; I was there only for a short time
and not a threat to anyone.
The White Australia Policy was the official policy in Australia
in the 1950s. It had been the driving force of the Australian
Federation, one hundred years ago. In the early '50's sectarian
hatred was rampant in Australia. It was customary to denigrate
the Pope at every opportunity by the Protestant majority. The
Irish Catholics were the butt of the jokes during conversation.
Thankfully this has virtually disappeared and now the jokes are
mainly racially based. I am optimistic that in the future, with
the general acceptance of the multicultural nature of the
Australian society, this will also disappear.
The new Indian Ambassador to Australia in the mid '50s was
the charismatic, retired Commander of the Indian Army,
General Kariappa. In his speech to the Australia India Society,
he said that he thought it strange that Indian citizens were not
allowed to come to Australia even though Indian soldiers had
fought and died alongside the British and Australian soldiers in
WW 2. He pointed out that Italians and Germans who had
fought against the Australians forces were welcomed in
Austraha as immigrants. This naturally ruffled some feathers in
Canberra. After the diplomatic furore settled down, General
Kariappa was promptly recalled to India.
It may be difficult for some of you to imagine the curiosity
generated in the early '50's, in school children. as they saw
Asian students for the first time in their lives. Sitting in the
trams and buses on their way home from school, they would
gawk at the Asian students, as though they were at the zoo. In
1956, I was a fourth year medical student, at the time of the
Melbourne Olympic games. For the first time people from
different parts of the world, of different colours and race, were
gathered in Melbourne. This phenomenon confused young
children, who thought anyone who looked different from them
was an Olympic athlete. All the Asian students studying in
Melbourne were presumed to be such. I must have signed
hundreds of autographs for little children, during the two
weeks of Olympics. I am sure this would not have happened at
the Sydney Olympics.
In 1957 I was staying at the International House of Melbourne
University. On a weekday, the House Warden knocked at the
door of my room as he was urgently trying to locate an
overseas student somewhere in the house.
cOfllittued.
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From President's Desk

The material to be published in the newsletter is required to be
in hand by the first of each month, The newsletter committee
seeks your cooperation in an effort to produce a publication of
an acceptable quality and standard.
The material
for
publication may be mailed to AISV address
or fax to 9366 7660

When The High Level Committee, chaired by Dr. L.M.singhvi,
MP and Chairman of HLC met with representatives from Indian

Associations
community
sceptical

and

other

members

in Melbourne
about

the
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Indian

late last year, I was

powers

of

this

High

Committees. There was
widespread cynicism also amongst the NRl's (Non
Resident Indians) present at this meeting on the
powers of this High Level Committee and I doubted

that the Committee had any teeth to address some of
the important issues raised by people attending the
meeting. Well I was wrong.
I was pleasantly surprised to see Dr. Singhvi with the
Prime Minister, Shri Vajpayee

on television in a news

broadcast on 8th January, while I was visiting India.
The Prime Minister was accepting a report of the
High Level Committee on the Indian Diaspora and
stated that the issue of "Dual citizenship" had been
effectively resolved without having to amend the
constitution. Dr. Singhvi and his team needs to be
congratulated on this account
What does it mean to have dual citizenship?

Dual

citizenship will only be offered to Indians settled in
America, UK, Canada,

and some European

Singapore. Australia and New Zealand.
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Dual citizenship would allow them to inherit property,
legally invest in the stock market and allow them to
buy a property in India. At present if an Indian settled
overseas inherits land from his or her forefathers, that person

The High Level Committee has recommended the setting up of
an autonomous, empowered body structured on the lines of the
Planning commission to address the needs of NRI's and PIO's
(People of Indian origin) to "ensure their engagement" in India.
Special economic zones in India would be set up exclusively for
initiated by NRI's and PIO's and consultancy services
Proiects
J
investors.
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Cultural:
K P Saratchandran(chair), Aroti Ghosh, Usha
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Immigration:
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Newsletter:
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cannot O\\'n the land as it is not permitted under-the present rules.-+
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AISV newsletler is a monthly publication. The
sole purpose of this newsletter is to maintain
communication link with the members and to
provide
up-to-date
information
of the
forthcoming cultural and social events in
Victoria.
It may cover topics such as history, travel,
biographies as well as various social, cultural,
psychological or family issues. It can also
become a forum to discuss issues concerning
Indians in multicultural Australia. It is in no
wayan appropriate forum to express personal
discontentments
or
counterproductive
gestures towards our own countrypeople. Any
suggestions are welcome from readers as
long as they are in good faith.

Legislation

has been drafted to allow NRI's to resume their Indian
nationality. There is bad news for aspiring politicians.
Dual nationality does not allow a Non Resident Indian
to contest an election in India or have the right to
vote. The good news is that dual citizenship would
allow Indians abroad to visit India without having to
line up for visas. This is not very good financial news
for the Honorary
Consulates throughout the world.
Indians settled overseas can now contribute to the
economic and
social development
in India including
tourism,
education, health and cultural exchanges.

for overseas Indian
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Contact: Julaiga
I
for all your travel needs
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29 Forum Place, Tullamarine
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Tel: 93352822 (BH) 93303193 (AH)
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Disclaimer
Australia India Society of Victoria Inc. disclaim all and any liability to any person in respect of anything and of the consequences of
anything done or omitted to be done by such a person, in reliance whole or partial, upon this newsletter or any part of the content of
this newsletter.
Advertisement
Rates:
Full Page $150,
Half Page $ 80,
Quarter Page $ 50, B & W photo
add $ 20,
Leaflet Insert
$50,
Repeat Ad 20% disc, AISV members 25% dis
AISV Membership
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Life Member $300, Single & Pensioner $ 20, Family Member $ 30, Student & unwaged $ 5

"Mehfil Night" - 2002!
The Australia India Society of Victoria organised monthly 'Mehfil' night will
commence the first program for the year 2002 on Friday March 16,2002.
It will be an open night!! An opportunity for all those 'closet singers' who would
want to express their hidden talents!! We will provide,as usual, an able orchestra.
So friends! Bring your songbooks, come out of your shyness and sing a few songs.
Surprise yourself and others with your hidden talents!!
Invite all your friends come and enjoy this fabulous program!!

"tlllell'iI' lIitlll'. n Frithl"'" 1IIIIlliicni
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ill ser"ice
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Entry is free for all!!
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Date 16-03-2002 - Time. 810pm
Venue - Coburg Library Hall
Cnr. Victoria St & Louisa St, Coburg. (Melway
Parking is plentiful !!!

29 GI)

For enquiries- Phone Dr. Saratchandran 9366 5444.
INDIAN REPUBLIC / AUSTRAUA
celebration

DAY

by

The Australia India Society of Vic. Inc.
6:30 for 7:00 on Friday February 8, 2002
at

Brunswick Town Hall
Sydney Road
Brunswick - Melway Ref: 29 GS

o
o
o
o

Three Course Dinner (Indian style)
Indian Cultural Items
Disco/Dance
Bring your own "drinks"
We request the pleasure of the company of all members and families.
Tickets are available from the committee members
Members $35

Non members $40

It,..•.

Chuckle Corner
RULES TO MAKE LIFE EASIER
ROMANCE MATHEMATICS
Smart man + smart woman = romance
Smart man + dumb woman = affair
Dumb man + smart woman = marriage
Dumb man + dumb woman = pregnancy
OFFICE ARITHMETIC
Smart boss + smart employee
Smart boss + dumb employee
Dumb boss + smart employee
Dumb boss + dumb employee

= profit

= production
= promotion
= overtime

COMPREHENSION
There are 2 times when a man doesn't understand a woman before marriage and after marriage.
HOW TO STOP PEOPLE FROM BUGGING YOU
ABOUT GETTING MARRIED:
Old aunts used to come up to me at weddings, poking me in
the ribs and
cackling, telling me, "You're next." They stopped after I
started doing
the same thing to them at funerals.

<><><><><><><><><><><><><>~><><><><><><>
SHOPPING MATH
A man will pay $2 for a $1 item he needs.
A woman will pay $1 for a $2 item that she doesni need.
GENERAL EQUATIONS & STATISTICS
A woman worries about the future until she gets a husband.
A man never worries about the future until he gets a wife.
A successful man is one who makes more money than his wife
can spend.
A successful

Everything in excess!

Moderation is for monks.

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

woman is one who can find such a man.

Tire Latest News !!
HAPPINESS
Latest news reports advise that a cell of 4 terrorists has been
To be happy with a man, you must understand him a lot and
operating in Moe, Victoria.
love him
Police advised earlier today that 3 of the 4 have been
little.
detained.
To be happy with a woman, you must love her a lot and not try
The Senior Constable at Moe Police Station stated that the
to understand
terrorists - Bin Thievin, Bin Drinkin and Bin Fightin have
her at all.
been arrested on immigration issues.
Married men live longer than single men, but married men are
The Police advise further that they can find no one fitting the
a
description of the fourth cell member, Bin Workin, in the
lot more
area.
willing to die.
Police are confident that anyone who looks like Workin will
be very easy to spot in the community.
MEMORY
Any married man should forget his mistakes, there's no use in
two
people remembering the same thing.
APPEARANCE
Men wake up as good-looking

as they went to bed. \V('men

somehow
deteriorate during the night.
PROPENSITY TO CHANGE
A woman marries a man expecting he will change. but he
doesni.
A man marries a woman expecting that she won't chan~e, and
she does.
DISCUSSION TECHNIQUE
A woman has the last word in any argument. Anything a man
says after
that is the beginning of a new argument.

~
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Through the eyes of an Australian Indian
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Diary Dates 2002
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At very short notice. Mr. Roben Menzies, the Prime minister had Friday, February 8, 2002
'Indian Republic IAustraiia Day Celebration' - For details
dropped into me International House and needed an overseas student
refer page- 3.
to stand alongside him for a newspaper photograph. The picture was
to appear in the afternoon edition of the Herald. I was duly escorted
down to the foyer of the house. where the PM was waiting. I was Friday, March 16,2002
there for about five minutes with the PM, a big man in a double'Mehfil Night' - A third Friday Musical programme. For details
breasted dark grey suit. while the photographers were getting ready.
refer page- 3.
During this awkward five minutes Mr. Menzies did not once utter a
word to me. I thought it was curious at that time, but now I realize that
he was perhaps uncomfortable with Asians. I returned to Australia as
a surgeon in 1970 and worked for two years as a Lecturer in Surgery
at the Royal Melbourne Hospital. A couple of months after starting
work there, I was asked to go to South Vietnam for three months, as a
member of the Australian Surgical Team sent from the Royal
Melbourne Hospital. This puzzled me, as I had just come from
working in Singapore as a surgeon for three years. None of the young
surgeons in the hospital volunteered to go, perhaps because by 1970,
the Vietnam War had become odious to many Australians. Over the
last 28 years I have worked as a General Surgeon in Bendigo. During
this time great changes have occurred in the rural scene in_Australia.
Most of the regional country centres have grown in size and stature
while small rural towns have declined or died altogetheLThe concept
of multiculturalism, which was given respect in the 1970s and 80s,
has spread even to the rural areas, though to a lesser extent. At the
final stages in my career I am preparing to retire in Australia. I can
say with confidence that there is no other country in the world where I
wish to spend the rest of my life.
W.1. Daniel June 2001

Mr. John Daniel is a privately practising Surgeon in Bendigo and
is a true Indophil of great passion to his native country. He is
one of the pioneer Indians of Melbourne. His wife. Mariam, and
himself have long association with AISV members.
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Readers please note:
We like you to submit interesting
articles
and recipe for publication in our newsletter.
General articles should not exceed more
than two A4 size pages,
We prefer you
to send
your articles
in "Times
New
Roman" Font
by:
e-mail (aisv@hotmail.com)
or on 3- 1/2" Floppy Disk to
75 Arthur Street, St. Albans 3021.

Department of Immigration & Multicultural Affairs
POBox 241 E. Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel."9235 3999 Fax: 9235 3300
Ethnic Youth Issues Network
1/250 Gore Street, Fitzroy, VIC 3065
Tel: 9419 9122 Fax: 94160450
Contact: Ms Carmel Guerra
Federation of Indian Associations of Victoria
POBox 2554W Melbourne VIC 3001
Tel/Fax: 9521 2300

A.

.Il.

Directory
Australia India Societ}. of Victoria
Business Centre POBox 1000, Brunswick, 3056
Tel: 9310 7722 Fax: 93667660

High Commission of India
3-5 Moonah Place, Yarralumla ACT 2600
Tel: 06-273 3999, 273 3774 Fax: 06-273 3328
Honorary Consul for India
15 Munro Street, Coburg, VIC 3058
Tel: 9384 0141 Fax: 9384 1609

Notice for AISV Annual Members !!!

Indian Resource Centre
47 Grantham Street, Brunswick, 3055

Annual Members are reminded that your
yearly subscription for year 2002 is now due.

Multicultural Arts Victoria
156 George Street, Fitzroy VIC 3065
Tel: 9417 6777 Fax: 9416 3342

Overseas Qualifications Unit
Kindly remit your subscription as soon as
possible to the Treasurer - AISV.
Have you considered becoming
member of AISV ? We urge you do !!

Thank You. Treasurer

a

life

Lcve125, 55 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
Tel: 9655 6164 Fax: 9655 6151

SBSRadio
PO Box 294, South Melbourne VIC' 205
Tel: 9685 2525 Fax: 9645 7482 Contact: Mr Peter Horton
Victorian Co-operative on Children's Services for Ethnic
Groups
569 Nicholson Street North Carlton VIC 3054
Tel: 93870177 Contact: Mr John Zika

o

Dr. AP J Abdul Kalaam's speech in Hyderabad
I have three visions for India
In 3000 years of our history people from allover the world have
come and invaded us, captured our lands. conquered our minds.
From Alexander onwards. The Greeks. the Turks. the Moguls, the
Portuguese, the British, the -:rench, the Dutch. all of them came and
looted us, took over what was ours. Yet we have not done this to any
other nation. We have not conquered anyone. We have not grabbed
their land. their culture, their history and tried to enforce our way of
life on them.
Why? because we respect the freedom of others. That is why my
first vision is that of FREEDOM. 1 believe that India got its first
vision of this in 1857, when we started the war of independence. It is
this freedom that we must protect and nurture and build on. If we are
not free, no one will respect us.
My second vision for India is DEVELOPMENT. For fifty years we
have been a developing nation. It is time we see ourselves as a
developed nation. We are among top 5 nations of the world in terms
of GOP. We have 10 percent growth rate in most areas. Our poverty
levels are falling. Our achievements are being globally recognized
today. Yet we lack the self-confidence to see ourselves as a
developed nation, self- reliant and self-assured. Isn't this incorrect?

achievements? We are such a great nation.
We have so many amazing success stories but we refuse to
acknowledge them. Why? We are number one in the world in milk
production. We are number one in Remote Sensing satellites. We are
the second largest producer of wheat. We are the second largest
producer of rice. Look at Dr. Sudarshan, he has transferred the
tribal village into a self-sustaining, self-driving unit. There are
millions of such achievements but our media is only obsessed in the
bad news and failures and disasters. I was in Tel Aviv once and I
was reading the Israeli newspaper. It was the day after a lot of
attacks and bombardments and deaths had taken place. The Hamas
had struck. But the front page of the newspaper had the picture of a
Jewish gentleman who in five years had transformed his desert land
into an orchid and a granary. It was this inspiring picture that
everyone woke up to. The gory details of killings, bombardments.
deaths, were inside in the newspaper, buried among other news. In
India we only read about death. sickness. terrorism, crime. Whyare
we so NEGATIVE?

Another question:
Why are we. as a nation, so obsessed with foreign things? We want
foreign TVs, we want foreign shirts. We want foreign technology.
Why this obsession with everything imported? Do we not realize
that self-respect comes with self. reliance? I was in Hyderabad
giving this lecture. when a 14 year old girl asked me for my
autograph. I asked her what her goal in life is: She replied: I want to
I have a THIRD vision. India must stand up with our own live in a developed India. For her. you and I Will have to build this
STRENGTH to the world. Because I believe that unless India stands developed India. You must proclaim. India is not an underup to the world, no one will respect us. Only strength respects developed nation; it is a highly developed nation.
strength. We must be strong not only as a military power but also as
an economic power. Both must go hand-in-hand. My good fortune Message: 2 Subject: Do you have 10 minutes? Allow me to come
back with vengeance. Got IO minutes for your country? If yes, then
was to have worked with three great minds.
read; otherwise, choice is yours. YOU say that our government is
Dr. Vikram Sarabhai of the Dept. of space, Professor Satish inefficient. YOU say that our laws are too old. YOU say that the
Dhawan, who succeeded him and Dr. Brahm Prakash, father of municipality does not pick up the garbage. YOU say that the phones
nuclear material. I was lucky to have worked with all three of them don't work, the railways are a joke, the airline is the worst in the
closely and consider this the great opportunity of my life.
world. mails never reach their destination.
I see four milestones in my career:
YOU say that our country has been fed to the dogs and is the
ONE: Twenty years I spent in ISRo. I was given the opportunity to
be the project director for India's first satellite launch vehicle, SLV3.
The one that launched Rohini. These years played a very important
role in my life of Scientist.
TWO: After my ISRO years, I joined DRDO and got a chance to be
the part Of India's guided missile program. It was my second bliss
when Agni met its mission requirements in 1994.
THREE: The Dept. of Atomic Energy and DRDO had this
tremendous partnership in the recent nuclear tests. on May 11 and
13. This was the third bliss. The joy of participating with my team
in these nuclear tests and proving to the world that India can make it,
that we are no longer a developing nation
but one of them. It made me feel very proud as an Indian. The fact
that we have now developed for Agni a re-entry structure,for which
we have developed this new material.
A Very light material called carbon-carbon.
FOUR: One day an orthopaedic surgeon from Nizarn Institute of
Medical Sciences visited my laboratory. He lifted the material and
found it so Light that he took me to his hospital and showed me his
patients. There were these little girls and boys with heavy metallic
callipers weighing over three Kg
each. dragging their feet around. He said to me: Please remove the
pain of my patients. In three weeks, we made these Floor reaction
Orthosis 300 gram callipers and took them to the orthopaedic centre.
The children didn't believe their eyes. From dragging around a three
kg. load on their legs, they could now move around! Their parents
had tears in their eyes. That was my fourth blissl
Why is the media here so negative? Why are we in India so
embarrassed to recognize our own strengths, our

absolute pits.
YOU say, say and say. What do YOU do about it? Take a person on
his way to Singapore. Give him a name - YOURS. Give him a face YOURS. YOU walk out of the airport and you arc at your
International best. In Singapore you don't throw cigarette butts on
the roads or eat in the stores. YOU are as proud of their
Underground Links as they are. You pay $5 approx. Rs.60) to drive
through Orchard Road (equivalent of Mahim Causeway or Pedder
Road) between 5 PM and 8 PM. YOU comeback to the parking lot
to punch your parking ticket if you have over stayed in a restaurant
or a shopping mall irrespective of your status identity. In Singapore
you don't say anything, DO YOU? YOU wouldn't dare to eat in
public during Ramadan, in Dubai. YOU would not dare to go out
without your head covered in Jeddah. YOU would not dare to buy
an employee of the telephone exchange in London at 10 pounds
(Rs.650) a month to, "see to it that my STD and ISO calls are billed
to someone else." YOU would not dare to speed beyond 55 mph (88
kmph) in Washington and Then tell the traffic cop, "Jaallta hai sala
main kaUll hOOfl (Do you know who I am?). I am so and so's son.
Take your two bucks and get lost." YOU wouldn't chuck an empty
coconut shell anywhere other than the garbage pail on the beaches in
Australia and New Zealand. Why don't YOU spit Paan on the streets
of Tokyo? Why don't YOU use examination jockeys or buy fake
certificates in Boston?
We are still talking of the same YOU. YOU who
conform to a foreign system in other countries But
own. You who will throw papers and cigarettes
moment you touch Indian ground. If you can be
appreciative citizen in an alien country why cannot
here, in India.

can respect and
cannot in your
on the road the
an involved and
you be the same

continued
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Dr. AP J Abdul Kalaam 's speech

.............. .jrom page 6

Once in an interview, the famous Ex-municipal commissioner of
Bombay Mr. Tinaikar had a point to make. "Rich people's dogs are
walked on the streets to leave their affluent droppings allover
the
place," he said. "And then the same people tum around to criticize
and blame the authorities for inefficiency and dirty pavements. What
do they expect the officers to do? Go down with a broom cvcrytime
their dog feels the pressure in his bowels? In America every dog
owner has to clean up after his pet has done the job. Same in Japan.
Will the Indian citizen do (hat here?"

,-even

.
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(Please PRINT)
Tifh'/s:

He's right.We go to the polls to choose a government and after that
forfeit all responsibility. We sit back wanting to be pampered and
expect the Government to do everything for us whilst our
contribution is totally negative. We expect the government to clean
up but we are not going to stop chucking garbage all over the place
nor are we going to stop to pick up a stray piece of paper and throw it
in the bin. We expect the railways to provide clean bathrooms but we
are not going to learn the proper usc of bathrooms. We want Indian
Airlines and Air India to provide the best of food and toiletries but we
are not going to stop pilfering at the least opportunity. This applies
•
to the staff who is-known -not to-pass on-the-service to thc-~
public. When it comes to burning social issues like those related to
:
women, dowry, girl child and others, we make loud drawing room
protestations and continue to do the reverse at home. Our excuse?
"It's the whole system which has to change, how will it matter if I
alone forego my sons' rights to a dowry."

.

Surname:
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First Name:

.

Spouse's Na,,,e:

.

Children:

.

A.ddress:
.........................................
TelTBflF-=.=

.

.

Tel (AH):
Fa.,:

.

Mobile: .
Other Details:(llobbies,

So who's going to change the system?What docs a system consist of?
Very conveniently for us it consists of our neighbors, other
households, other cities, other communities and the government. But
definitely not me and YOU. When it comes to us actually making a
positive contribution to the system we lock ourselves along with our
families into a safe cocoon and look into the distance at countries far
away and wait for a Mr. Clean to come along & work miracles for us
with a majestic sweep of his hand.

J'ostcode:

..::.=

lmerests)

Languages
spoken:

.

Membership
Life:

0

Family: 0
Or we leave the country and run away. Like lazy cowards hounded by
our fears we run to America to bask in their glory and praise their
system. When New York becomes insecure we run to England. When
England experiences unemployment, we take the next flight out to the
Gulf. When the Gulf is war struck, we demand to be rescued and
brought home by the Indian Government. Everybody is out to abuse
and rape the country. Nobody thinks of feeding the system. Our
conscience is mortgaged to money. Dear Indians. The article is highly
thought inductive, calls for a great deal of introspection and pricks
one's conscience too ... .1 am echoing J.F.Kennedy's words 10 his
fellow Americans to relate to Indians ..

Category:

$300
$ 30

Cone.: 0

Do you require a receipt?

Sillgle: 0

$ 20
$ 20

yes 0

0
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I hereby apply/renew membership of Australia
India Society of Victoria in the above category. I
am aware of the rules and regulation of the society.
Signature:

Date:

Please note:
• Application for the membership must be
accompanied by the appropriate fee
• Annual membership is for one calendar year

"ASK WHAT WE CAN DO FOR INDIA AND DO WHAT HAS TO
BE DONE TO MAKE INDIA WHAT AMERICA AND OTHER
WESTERN COUNTRIES ARE TODA Y"

•

Please make a cheque payable to Australia
India Society of Victoria and forward it to -

Thank you.

The Secretary
Australia India Society of Victoria Inc.

An Indian

Business Centre. POBox 1000.
IIrunswick

Dr. AP J Abdul Kallam, 'BharaIRatlla', is Ihe immedinte past
prillcipal scielllijic adviser of the GOlwllmell1 of Illdia alld is

known as "the/ather of "Indian Rocket Science",
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ASHLEY

OPALS

cJewellers
SpecialisinB in

.Fine Australian Opals
.Opals, Diamonds, Pearls and Gold jeweller
•Souvenirs

OPEN 7 DAYS

.email: ashley@nemesisocom.au

Invite you to visit
the new showroom
at the Paris end of
Collins Street Melbourne

85 Collins Street
Melbourne 3000
Tel: (03) 96544866
Fax: (03) 96544889
Also
Ashley at Melbourne
Hilton
192 Wellington Parade
E. Melbourne
Tel: 94194554
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